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If you've ever painted an old house, you know
that you have to prepare the surface before wielding the brush. You remove the old cracked paint,
putty the windows, and work on the gutter. Then
you paint!

Here's an example. You want to discuss starting a lawn. Then you may decide to limit your report to small lawns and finally to only two methods feasible in Minnesota. So your fence looks
like this:

So it is with writing. The least important step
in writing is the writing itself! The most important step is what you do before you write.

(4)
In Minnesota

There are several things you can do to make
this "Before You Write" job easier and your writing more effective.
Perhaps no two people will do this in the same
way. The reporter gathers his facts and then sorts
them according to a definite pattern--news style.
He spills the entire story in his first paragraph
and then arranges the facts in order of importance.
The scientist accumulates his data and then
sorts it according to accepted order in his field-usually introduction, review of literature, methods
used, discussion of results, summary, and conclusions.
These ready-made patterns make the job easier. Here we suggest five steps you might want to
take "Before You Write. 11 By using these steps, or
others of your own, your final product will be better and more understandable to your reader .

[I:>

DEFINE YOUR PURPOSE by putting it down
on paper in one sentence. Your
purpose probably will be one or
more of these three:
* To report or relay information.
'I'o 1nterpret information, data,
laws, procedures, etc.
~' To persuade someone to do something or change
his attitudes or opinions.
Thus you might decide to define your purpose
this way: "To report on several different ways to
get a lawn started."

*
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FENCE IN YOUR CONTENT. One way to do
this is to select a working title, properly fenced
in. Goethe once said, 11 Limitation of aims is the
mother of wisdom and the secret of achievement."
So it is with writing.

I

( 1) Starting

I J~all La~,

(3) By sodding or seeding
Now you've fenced your subject in, have a
working title, and have narrowed down your content.

(!::> DETERMINE YOUR AUDIENCE. Here's where
we fall down most often, entirely missing our
audience. Asking ourselves a few questions,
though, will help us focus on our audience:
* What does the reader already know about
the subject? Journalist Raymond Clapper once
said, tiNever overestimate the audience's knowledge nor underestimate its intelligence. 11
* What skill does the reader have in readin~?
And is he inclined to read difficult material? T
average adult over 25 in Minnesota has about a
ninth or tenth grade education. In addition, most
of us like to read well below our potential level
because it's faster and more efficient. Standard
writing today in such magazines as Saturday Evening Post, Reader's Digest, and Farm Journal is
at or below the ninth grade reading level.

e

*What attitudes does the reader have? Is he
skeptic-al,' is he critical, or is he avidly seeking
your information?
* What kind of economic and social situation
does he live in? Is he poor, rich? Does a well
kept lawn in h1s neighborhood mean prestige?
What effect do his political beliefs have?
Answering these and other questions on age,
sex, family, the problems he has will make it
easier for you to determine WHAT AND HOW to
write.

[::>

DECIDE ON YOUR AP·
PROACH. How can you tell
your story to this audience
most effectively? By deciding

on you r approach, you've won half the battle of
organizing your material. H ere are some of the
approach es you might use.
t.< Inducti ve {logical ) Facts first and then conclusions aft e r the case has b een built up step b y
step. The usual order includes {1) an introduction
telling why and what you did , ( 2 ) a middle section,
giving the r esults and findings, (3) final section
te lling what the r e sults mean and what action
should be taken or conclusions and r ecommendations.

This approach is good with readers who want
to examine all the evidence b e for e coming to a
conclusion, who will read the entire piece, or who
may b e a n tagonistic .
'~ Deductive (psychological)
Conclusions first
and then reasons, or familiar first and then unfamiliar. This method b egin s by featuring answers
to the reader's big questions. Som etime s this is
called the "executive design. " It is popular with
exe cutives and a large part of the public who are
impatient with details, interested in results .

The d e ductive patterns usually include {1) a
short introduction; (2) a summary or conclusions
e mphasizing w hat has been found, what the findings mean, what action should be taken; and (3)
finally a discussion or analysis of the findings,
giving the bases for the conclusions.
~.. Time pattern arrangement
Past to present,
present to past, present to futur e. Use this for
historical reports or to tell people how the y can do
something step by step.

The next three types may not technically be
called approaches, but the y, too , will determine
how we put together our facts.

thinking. As Norman Shidle says, the people who
declare, "I know what I want to say but I can't
seem to put it in words" might more accurately
report: "I don't have my ideas well sorted and
organized. It is hard for me to express in writing
anything except the confusion in my mind. 11
There's no standard pattern for organizing.
In fact, probably no two people use exactly the
same system. There are many ways to arrange
these facts after you've decided the approach.
It's always a good idea, though, to work out
an outline after you've classified, resorted, and
rearranged the roughly organized material into
new usable groups. Try to answer these questions
as you organize:
ewho will read this material?
ewhat approach and arrangement will be most
desirable for the reader?
ewhat facts and ideas are pertinent to an intelligent discussion with the reader?
eHow important is each of the facts or ideas
and what emphasis should it have?
Now to outline. Traditionally there are five
steps in outlining:
eFirst , list your topics. You may have done
this when you d ecided on your approach.
es econd, arrange your topics according to the
method or approach you plan to use.
e Thi rd, put definite subtopics under your main
topics.
eFourth , sort or arrange your specific items
of information and add to your outline.
eFifth, re-sort or arrange your items as
needed and then place your definite information
into your outline.
In outlining be sure to:
~..

* Spac e order Arranging facts or ideas according to thei r location or position in space. This
could be used in explaining a landscape planting
or a country's economy.
'~

Causal Moving from causes to effects or
from problem s to solutions . This is a good way
to adapt data to interests and problems of readers .
t.< Questions and answers
This might be the
easiest approach and does have human interest.
However, it doesn't fit all material.

Consider purpose, content, audience.

* Str ess simplicity, making the least number
of main heads possible-not more than 4 to 7.
'~ Show proper or relative importance of
points in outline, not letting a major point be
buried in the middle of a subdivision. Rarely use
a main title without subtitles.

* Do not use

one -item subtitles.

"" Keep you r construction parallel.

WHAT ALL THIS ADDS UP TO

Organization involves selecting and sifting ,
then arranging details. Y es , wntlng involves

This planning and thinking "Before You Write"
takes time and work, but you'll find that the final
product is a better prepared, more readable report
or story .. .. . And you 'll have the satisfaction of
seeing your writing job well done!

